
The Prime Minister’s letter to Mr Tusk

The faltering and badly drafted letter to Mr Tusk is unacceptable, asking as
it does for a delay of three months in our exit from the EU.

188 Conservative MPs made clear our  opposition to any delay last Thursday in
the vote, with another 12 unable to support the Prime Minister’s motion to
delay. Our actions, allied to Cabinet dissent, has persuaded the Prime
Minister to drop the idea of a long delay for no stated purpose which I
characterised here as the phantom option.

The Prime Minister has decided to appeal to Labour and SNP MPs to vote for a
short delay were she to be granted one by the EU. The letter both says she
could not take the same deal back to the Commons for a vote this week under
the Speaker’s ruling, and says she will  bring the same Agreement back next
week after the Council for a third vote. It does not explain how this
happens. The suggestion is getting Council endorsement for the documents
Parliament has already considered somehow makes a difference.  The letter
asks for the extension to Article 50 only to pass consequential legislation
following approval of the Agreement. The letter is silent on what happens if
the Agreement is voted down again or not voted on at all, though it implies
we leave on 29 March with no extension.

What should the EU make of this? Many of them will feel the Prime Minister
has told them before she can speak for Parliament and will get her deal
through, but is still 149 votes short of a majority at last count. She has
told them she would meet the timetable, only now to have to confess she
cannot. They will doubtless want her to answer questions about why she wants
the extension, how she would use the time, and above all why should they
believe this time is different and the Agreement will go through.

They would also be wise to ask her how sure she is she could pass delay
through the Commons, given the strong hostility of two thirds of her party to
any such proposal. She would need to demonstrate she had a clear and reliable
understanding with the Leader of the Opposition that he would provide enough
MPs to offset the 200 Conservative MPs known to be against delay. This cannot
be done by even a large Labour backbench rebellion but would need the Leader
of the Opposition to take joint responsibility with the Prime Minister for
delaying Brexit and whip accordingly. This seems unlikely, as there is little
in it for Mr Corbyn to enter coalition with the PM over Brexit when any firm
position on the subject splits his own party more.
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